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6. Queer fiction- this is a new LC heading that could potentially replace our local heading, 

LGBTQIA+.  There needs to be discussion on how to apply these headings to both fiction and 

non-fiction titles.  

7. Consider adding Classical music.|2local as a local genre heading 
A reference staff member found it difficult to pull up classical music in the catalog. Currently 
there is no general genre heading to pull all classical music together. Jenny at EC. 
 
8. Discussion of local cataloging practices 
Many local cataloging practices have been implemented by the committee over the years. 
Some of them many years ago now! Could the group bring to the meeting any local practices 
that they feel could use discussion? Perhaps there are local practices that are no longer 
worthwhile, or local practices that are not being followed uniformly anymore that could use 
discussion. 

For context, here are some examples of local practices: 
024s are not searchable in Sierra unless the first indicator is 1. It is necessary to change the first 
indicator to 1 to make them searchable. 
Always add a 130 field for feature films. For a television series use a 730 field with the season 
information stripped out (but use a 130 for complete television series). 
Remove |vPopular works from subject headings  
Could we also discuss possibilities to document these practices (perhaps in one master 
document?) for future reference? It’s difficult to find them again in old meeting minutes. A 
document like this would be helpful to refer back to and a great reference for new catalogers. 
Jenny at EC 
 
9. Discuss changing our bib record policy to include variant edition. Is there any interest in 
discussing changing our bib. record policy to include variant editions on the same bib. when the 
only difference is the inclusion of discussion questions or a reading group guide? Just have a 
500 note that says 'X' edition includes "yyy"? 
 
Pros: it's extra work to create a new bib.  
Multiple bibs. isn't great for patrons; may cause confusion, extra wait times for holds. 
It seems like there's already a lot of bibs. that have been incorrectly combined 
 
Cons: Against standard practice 
Inability to accurate request item if reading group guide is desired by patron (Do people ever 
ask for these, though?) 



 
I'm not 100% sure this is the way to go, but as I end up ordering more and more paperback 
replacements I can certainly see the utility of such an approach. Jon at RF. 
 
10. I've had a long-standing local note, 590 Nordic Crime Fiction (MORE Quick List) which 
isn't really relevant since the original Quick Lists don't exist anymore. I'd like to ask if this can be 
formally approved/updated as a 690 or local 655 Nordic crime fiction. Jon at RF. 
 
 


